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Abstract—One important application of cooperative communications is to extend coverage area in wireless networks without

increasing infrastructure. However, a crucial challenge in implementing cooperation protocols is how to select relay-source pairs. In

this paper, we address this problem based on the knowledge of the users’ spatial distribution which determines the channel statistics.

We consider two scenarios at the destination node, when the receiver uses MRC and when no-MRC is used. First, we characterize the

optimal relay location to minimize the outage probability. Then, we propose and analyze the performance of two schemes: a distributed

nearest neighbor relay assignment in which users can act as relays, and an infrastructure-based relay-assignment protocol in which

fixed relay nodes are deployed in the network to help the users forward their data. The outage probabilities of these two schemes are

derived. We also derive universal lower bounds on the performance of relay-assignment protocols to serve as a benchmark for our

proposed protocols. Numerical results reveal significant gains when applying the proposed simple distributed algorithms over direct

transmission in terms of coverage area, transmit power, and spectral efficiency. At 1 percent outage probability, more than 200 percent

increase in coverage area can be achieved, 7 dBW savings in the transmitted power, and the system can operate at 2 b/s/Hz higher

spectral efficiency.

Index Terms—Relay assignment, coverage extension, cooperative diversity, wireless networks, virtual MIMO.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IT is of great importance for service providers to improve
the coverage area in wireless networks without cost of

more infrastructure and under the same quality of service
requirements. This poses challenges for deployment of
wireless networks because of the difficult and unpredictable
nature of wireless channels. Fading, path loss, shadowing,
and others are all natural impairments generally inherent in
the wireless medium. Diversity techniques provide well-
studied solutions for the fading problem. Spatial diversity,
especially, has gained a lot of interest after the seminal
works of Foschini and Gans [1], and Telatar [2], which
showed the significant performance gains that could be
achieved by utilizing multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) systems. In wireless networks, however, installing
multiple antennas at the mobile terminals might be
infeasible due to cost or space limitations.

To overcome this problem, cooperative communications
has been recently proposed [3], [4], [5]. The basic idea is to
explore the broadcast nature of the wireless channel. In [5],
Sendonaris et al. proposed a two-user-cooperation system in
which every two users in the wireless network are coupled

to help each other forming a distributed two-antenna
system. Laneman et al. [3] proposed different cooperative
diversity protocols for single-relay scenarios and analyzed
their outage performance. Specifically, the authors in [3]
proposed fixed and adaptive relaying protocols. Examples
of fixed relaying are amplify-and-forward and decode-and-
forward relaying. Adaptive relaying protocols comprise
selection relaying, in which the relay applies threshold tests
on the measured channel state information to decide
whether to transmit or not, and incremental relaying, in
which limited feedback from the destination is employed in
the form of automatic repeat request (ARQ). Distributed
space-time codes for relay networks were studied in [4], [6].
In recent works [7], [8], [9], theoretical characterizations for
the symbol error rate performance of a class of multinode
cooperative protocols were presented. These works also
provided optimal power allocation for the multinode relay
problem based on an approximate expression for the
symbol error rate. A practical ARQ scheme for implement-
ing node cooperation has been recently proposed in [11] in
which a stop and wait protocol is utilized, and significant
gains in terms of throughput and delay have been
demonstrated. Cooperative communications is a new com-
munication paradigm that will impact the design of future
wireless networks [12], [13].

In the previously cited works, the cooperating relays are

assumed to exist and are already coupled with the source

nodes in the network. These works also assumed a

deterministic network topology, i.e., deterministic channel

gain variances between different nodes in the network. If

the random users’ spatial distribution and the associated

propagation path losses between different nodes in the
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network are taken into consideration, then these assump-
tions, in general, are no longer valid.

In this paper, we address the relay-assignment problem
for implementing cooperative diversity protocols to extend
coverage area in wireless networks, as depicted in Fig. 1.
We study the problem under the knowledge of the users’
spatial distribution which determines the channel statistics:
the variance of the channel gain between any two nodes is a
function of the distance between these two nodes. We
consider an uplink scenario where a set of users is trying to
communicate to a base station (BS) or access point (AP). A
hybrid version of the incremental and selection relaying
protocols proposed in [3] is developed. In this protocol, the
relay only forwards the source’s message if the relay
decoded this message correctly and it receives a negative
acknowledgement of reception from the destination. We
further consider two decoding possibilities at the destina-
tion. The destination can coherently combine the signals
transmitted from the source and relay in the two transmis-
sion phases, or it can simply use the received relay signal
from the second transmission phase as a detection statistic.
The second scenario might be more practical when it is
difficult to store an analog version of the source’s transmis-
sion in the first phase to combine with the relay’s
transmission later.

Based on the derived outage probability performance,
we characterize the optimal relay location for the two
receiving strategies. We then propose two practical schemes
for relay assignment. The first is a simple distributed relay-
assignment protocol in which users can act as relays, and
we refer to this protocol as the nearest-neighbor protocol. In
this protocol, the helping user (relay) is chosen to be the
nearest neighbor to the source. Although this choice might
not be optimal in all scenarios, it is very simple to
implement in a distributed manner and can achieve good
performance as we will demonstrate later. The second
scheme that we propose is an infrastructure-based protocol
in which relay nodes are deployed in the network to help

the users forward their data. Each user is assigned to its
nearest relay. The role of the relays is to listen to the users’
transmission, and later forward them to the destination
according to the proposed relaying strategy. The relays can
thus be very simple and their cost is very small compared to
the cost of adding new base stations. We analyze the outage
performance of the proposed protocols and further develop
universal lower bounds on the performance of any relay-
assignment protocol to use as a benchmark for the
performance of our proposed protocols.

Our numerical results show significant gains of
employing the proposed protocols over direct transmis-
sion. For example, at 1 percent outage probability, more
than 200 percent increase in coverage area can be
achieved, 7 dBW savings in the transmitted power, and
the system can operate at 2 b/s/Hz higher spectral
efficiency. The simulations also reveal the interesting
result that cooperative communications can be inferior to
direct transmission for large cell size, which has the same
intuitive explanation as cooperation being inferior to direct
transmission in high spectral efficiency regimes.

1.1 Contributions

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

. The outage probabilities of a hybrid version of the
incremental relaying protocol and selection relaying
protocol are derived.

. The optimal relay location is derived from the outage
probability expression of the relaying protocol.

. A distributed relay-assignment protocol is devel-
oped in which users’ terminals can act as relays.
Nearest-neighbor users are selected as relays.

- Outage probability expressions for the proposed
distributed relay-assignment protocol are de-
rived assuming terminals are randomly dropped
in a given area with a uniform distribution.

. An infrastructure-based relay-assignment protocol is
developed. In this case, relay nodes are deployed in
the network to help other user terminals commu-
nicate with the destination. The BS and deployed
relays emulate a virtual distributed MIMO system
with the difference that the antennas (relays) are not
collocated at the BS.

- Outage probability expressions for the devel-
oped infrastructure-based relay-assignment pro-
tocol are derived.

. A universal Genie-aided lower bound is developed
for the performance of a general relay-assignment
protocol whether distributed or infrastructure-based.
This lower bound can be used as a benchmark for the
performance of any relay-assignment protocol.

. The developed relay-assignment protocols offer
significant performance gains in terms of network
coverage and power efficiency. This is confirmed
through numerical evaluation.

1.2 Related Work

Related work for relay assignment assumes the availability
of a list of candidate relays and develops relay-selection
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Fig. 1. Illustrating the difference between the direct and cooperative
transmission schemes, and the coverage extension prospected by
cooperative transmission.
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algorithms from among the list. In [10], two approaches for
selecting a best relay are provided: Best-Select in the
Neighbor Set and Best-Select in the Decoded Set. The Best-
Select in the Neighbor Set algorithm is based on the
average received SNRs, or equivalently the distance, while
the latter is based on the instantaneous channel fading
realization. Our proposed protocols do not assume a given
candidate list to search for the best relay; instead, we
assume a random node distribution across the network and
take this into consideration when analyzing the perfor-
mance. The performance analysis provides guidelines for
the implementation of the proposed protocols.

An algorithm that selects the best relay among M relays
based on instantaneous channel state information and
channel reciprocity has been developed in [14]. In [15], a
power-aware relay-selection algorithm is described for an
802.11-based network where RTS-CTS messages are used to
select the best relay based on instantaneous channel
information. In [16], a subset of a group of relays is selected
based on which relays decode the source’s message
correctly in the first phase. A second selection algorithm
is also described in which the destination feedbacks a
threshold to all relays, and only relays with relay-destina-
tion channel gain larger than the threshold transmit in the
second phase. In [18], two relay-selection schemes are
analyzed. In the first scheme, the relay is preassigned to
each source prior to network deployment. In the second
scheme, the source selects one relay randomly from the set
of relays that decoded the source message correctly in the
first phase. In all of these works, relay selection relies on
instantaneous channel information knowledge at the source
and the relay. Instantaneous channel information, in
general, requires high overhead in terms of the signaling
required for channel estimation and feedback. In our
proposed protocols, relay selection only depends on
channel statistics which does not vary quickly compared
to channel realization.

An interesting algorithm is developed in [17] that can
achieve optimal relay selection in polynomial time. This
algorithm is developed for an ad hoc network with multiple
source-destination pairs competing for the same pool of
relay nodes. The problem is to assign relays to the source-
destination pairs such that some cost function of the link
capacities is maximized (maxmin). In our work, we are
considering a different network deployment where we
consider a multiple access channel with multiple sources
and a single destination. One relay node can serve multiple
sources in orthogonal time/frequency slots.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we present the system and channel model. In Section 3, we
derive the conditional outage probability of cooperative
communications and characterize the optimal relay loca-
tion. The proposed relaying strategies are discussed in
Section 4. Simulation results are conducted in Section 5, and
finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a wireless network with a circular cell of
radius �. The BS/AP is located at the center of the cell, and
N users are uniformly distributed within the cell. The
probability density function of the user’s distance r from the
BS/AP is thus given by

qðrÞ ¼ 2r

�2
; 0 � r � �; ð1Þ

and the user’s angle is uniformly distributed between
½0; 2�Þ. Two communications schemes are going to be
examined in the sequel. Noncooperative transmission, or
direct transmission, where users transmit their informa-

tion directly to the BS/AP, and cooperative communica-
tions, where users can employ a relay to forward their
data, see Fig. 1.

In the direct transmission scheme, which is employed in
current wireless networks, the signal received at the

destination d (BS/AP) from source user s can be modeled as

ysd ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PKr��sd

p
hsdxþ nsd; ð2Þ

where P is the transmitted signal power, x is the
transmitted data with unit power, and hsd is the channel

fading gain between the two terminals. The channel fade of
any link is modeled throughout the paper as a zero-mean
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable
with unit variance. In (2), K is a constant that depends on
the antennas design, � is the path loss exponent, and rsd is

the distance between the two terminals. K, �, and P are
assumed to be the same for all users. The term nsd in (2)
denotes additive noise. All the noise components through-
out the paper are modeled as white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with variance No. From (2), the received signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) is

SNRðrsdÞ ¼
jhsdj2Kr��sd P

No
: ð3Þ

In this paper, we characterize the system performance in
terms of outage probability. Outage is defined as the event
that the received SNR falls below a certain threshold �nc,

where the subscript nc denotes noncooperative transmis-
sion. The probability of outage Pnc for noncooperative
transmission is defined as

Pnc ¼ PðSNRðrÞ � �ncÞ: ð4Þ

The SNR threshold �nc is determined according to the
application and the transmitter/receiver structure. If the

received SNR is higher than the threshold �nc, the receiver is
assumed to be able to decode the received message with
negligible probability of error. If an outage occurs, the
packet is considered lost.

For the cooperation protocol, a hybrid version of the
incremental and selection relaying proposed in [3] is

employed. In this hybrid protocol, if a user’s packet is lost,
the BS/AP broadcasts negative acknowledgement (NACK),
so that the relay assigned to this user can retransmit this
packet again. This introduces spatial diversity because the
source message can be transmitted via two independent

channels, as depicted in Fig. 1. The relay will only transmit
the packet if it is capable of capturing the packet, i.e., if the
received SNR at the relay is above the threshold. In practice,
this can be implemented by utilizing a cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) code in the transmitted packet. The signal

received from the source to the destination d and the relay l
in the first stage can be modeled as
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ysd ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PKr��sd

p
hsdxþ nsd and ysl ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PKr��sl

p
hslxþ nsl: ð5Þ

If the SNR of the signal received at the destination from the
source falls below the cooperation SNR threshold �c, the
destination requests a second copy from the relay. Then, if
the relay was able to receive the packet from the source
correctly, it forwards it to the destination

yld ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PKr��ld

p
hldxþ nld: ð6Þ

The destination will then combine the two copies of the
message x as follows:

yd ¼ asdysd þ aldyld; ð7Þ

where asd ¼ I
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PKr��sd

p
h�sd and ard ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PKr��ld

p
h�ld. The for-

mulation in (7) allows us to consider two scenarios at the

destination: If I ¼ 1, then the combining at the destination is

a maximal-ratio-combiner (MRC), where the destination

coherently combines the signals transmitted from the

source in the direct transmission phase and from the relay

in the cooperation phase. On the other hand, if I ¼ 0, then

the destination only uses the relay message for decoding in

the second phase if the source’s message was not decoded

correctly in the direct transmission phase.

3 RELAY ASSIGNMENT: PROTOCOLS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we start with deriving the average outage for
direct transmission. Then, we calculate the conditional
outage probability for cooperative transmission and try to
use the derived outage expressions to determine the best
relay location.

3.1 Direct Transmission

As discussed before, the outage is defined as the event that
the received SNR is lower than a predefined threshold
which we denote by �nc. The outage probability for the
direct transmission mode POD conditioned on the user’s
distance can be calculated as

PODðrsdÞ ¼ PðSNRðrsdÞ � �ncÞ ¼ 1� exp �No�ncr
�
sd

KP

� �
; ð8Þ

where the above follows because jhsdj2, the magnitude square

of the channel fade, has an exponential distribution with unit

mean. At high SNR, (8) can be approximated as
No�ncr

�
sd

KP .
To find the average outage probability over the cell, we

need to average over the user distribution in (1). The
average outage probability is thus given by

POD ¼
Z �

0

PODðrsdÞqðrsdÞdrsd

¼
Z �

0

2rsd
�2

1� exp �No�ncr
�
sd

KP

� �� �
drsd

¼ 1� 2

��2

KP

No�nc

� �2
�

�
2

�
;
No�nc�

�

KP

� �
’ 2�nc�

�No

KP ð�þ 2Þ ;

ð9Þ

where �ð�; �Þ is the incomplete Gamma function which is
defined as [23]

�ða; xÞ ¼
Z x

0

exp�t ta�1dt: ð10Þ

3.2 Cooperative Transmission: Conditional Outage
Probability

Consider a source-destination pair that is rsd units distance

apart. Let us compute the conditional outage probability for

given locations of the user and the helping relay. Using (5),

the SNRs received at the BS/AP d and the relay l from the

source s are given by

SNRðrsdÞ ¼
jhsdj2Kr��sd P

No
; and SNRðrslÞ ¼

jhslj2Kr��sl P
No

:

ð11Þ

While from (7), the SNR of the combined signal received at

the BS/AP is given by

SNRd ¼ I
jhsdj2Kr��sd P

No
þ jhldj

2Kr��ld P

No
: ð12Þ

The terms jhsdj2, jhslj2, and jhldj2 are mutually independent

exponential random variables with unit mean. The outage

probability of the cooperative transmission POC condi-

tioned on the fixed topology of the user s and the relay l

can be calculated as follows: Using the law of total

probability, we have

POC ¼ PrðOutage j SNRsd � �cÞPrðSNRsd � �cÞ; ð13Þ

where the probability of outage is zero if SNRsd > �c. The

outage probability conditioned on the event that the source-

destination link is in outage is given by

PrðOutage j SNRsd � �cÞ ¼ PrðSNRsl � �cÞ þ PrðSNRsl

> �cÞPrðSNRd � �c j SNRsd � �cÞ;
ð14Þ

where the addition of the above probabilities is because

they are disjoint events, and the multiplication is because

the source-relay link is assumed to fade independently

from the other links. The conditioning was removed for the

same reason.
For the case where MRC is allowed at the destination,

then the conditional outage probability at the destination is

given by

PrðSNRd � �c j SNRsd � �cÞ ¼
PrðSNRd � �cÞ
PrðSNRsd � �cÞ

: ð15Þ

Using (15) and (14) in (13), the conditional outage

probability for cooperative communications with MRC

can be calculated as

POCðrsd; rsl; rldÞ ¼ ð1� fð�c; rsdÞÞð1� fð�c; rslÞÞ

þ fð�c; rslÞ 1� r��sd
r��sd � r��ld

fð�c; rsdÞ
�

� r��ld
r��ld � r��sd

fð�c; rldÞ
�
;

ð16Þ

where, fðx; yÞ ¼ expð� Noxy
�

KP Þ. The above expression can be

simplified as follows:
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POCðrsd; rsl; rldÞ ¼ ½1� fð�c; rsdÞ� �
r��ld

r��ld � r��sd
fð�c; rslÞ

½fð�c; rldÞ � fð�c; rsdÞ�:
ð17Þ

For the I ¼ 1 case, or when MRC is used at the destination,

then using the approximation expð�xÞ ’ 1� xþ x2

2 for

small x, the above outage expression can be approximated

at high SNR to

POCðrsd; rsl; rldÞ ’
No

KP
r�sd �

N2
o

2K2P 2
r2�
sd �

r�sd
r�sd � r�ld

�
�
No

KP

�
r�sd � r�ld

�
þ N2

o

2K2P 2��
r�ld � r�sd

��
2r�sl þ r�ld þ r�sd

���
:

ð18Þ

Simplifying the above expression, we get

POCðrsd; rsl; rldÞ ’
N2
o

2K2P 2
r2�
sd 2

r�sl
r�sd
þ r

�
ld

r�sd

� �
: ð19Þ

For the I ¼ 0 case, or when no-MRC is used at the

destination, then the conditional outage expression in (15)

simplifies to

PrðSNRd � �c j SNRsd � �cÞ ¼ PrðSNRld � �cÞ: ð20Þ

This is because the SNR received at the destination in this

case is just due to the signal received from the relay-

destination path. The conditional outage expression in this

case can be shown to be given by

POCðrsd; rsl; rldÞ ¼ ð1� fð�c; rsdÞÞ½1� fð�c; rldÞfð�c; rslÞ�: ð21Þ

3.3 Optimal Relay Position

To find the optimal relay position, we need to find the pair

ðrsl; rldÞ that minimizes the conditional outage probability

expression in (17). First, we consider the I ¼ 1 scenario,

where MRC is utilized at the receiver.

3.3.1 MRC Case

Examining the conditional outage expression in (17), it is

clear that for any value of rld, the optimal value for rsl that

minimizes the outage expression is the minimum value for

rsl. Since, for any value of rld the minimum rsl lies on the

straight line connecting the source and destination, we get

the first intuitive result that the optimal relay position is on

this straight line.
Now, we prove that the optimal relay position is close to

the source. Normalizing with respect to rsd by substituting

x ¼ rld
rsd

in (19) and 1� x ¼ rsl
rsd

, we have

POCðxÞ ¼
N2
o

2K2P 2
r2�
sd ½2ð1� xÞ

� þ x��: ð22Þ

Taking the derivative with respect to x, we get

@POCðxÞ
@x

¼ N2
o

2K2P 2
r2�
sd ½�2�ð1� xÞ��1 þ �x��1�: ð23Þ

Equating the above derivative to zero, we get the unique

solution

x� ¼ 1

1þ
�

1
2

� 1
��1

: ð24Þ

Checking for the second order conditions, we get that
P00OCðxÞ � 0, which shows that the problem is convex, and
x� specified in (24) is indeed the optimal relay position.

Note from the optimal relay position in (24) that for
propagation path loss � � 2, we have that x� > 0:5, which
means that the optimal relay position is closer to the
source node.

3.3.2 No-MRC Case

Next, we determine the optimal relay location for the
I ¼ 0 case. From the conditional outage expression in (21),
and similar to the MRC case, the optimal relay position is
on the line joining the source and destination.

We can substitute for rld by rsd � rsl. The optimal relay
position can be found via solving the following optimiza-
tion problem:

r�sl ¼ arg min
rsl
POCðrsd; rslÞ; subject to 0 � rsl � rsd: ð25Þ

Since the minimization of the expression in (21) with respect
to rsl is equivalent to minimizing the exponent in the second
bracket, solving the optimization problem in (25) is
equivalent to solving

r�sl ¼ arg min
rsl

r�sl þ ðrsd � rslÞ
�; subject to 0 � rsl � rsd:

ð26Þ

The above optimization problem can be simply analytically
solved, and the optimal relay position can be shown to be
equal to r�sl ¼ rsd

2 for � > 1. Therefore, the optimal relay
position is exactly in the middle between the source and
destination when no-MRC is used at the destination.

4 RELAY-ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHMS

In this section, we propose two distributed relay-assign-
ment algorithms. The first is a user-user cooperation
protocol in which the nearest neighbor is assigned as a
relay. The second considers the scenario where fixed relays
are deployed in the network to help the users.

4.1 Nearest-Neighbor Protocol

In this section, we propose the Nearest-Neighbor protocol
for relay assignment that is both distributed and simple to
implement. In this protocol, the relay assigned to help is the
nearest neighbor to the source. The source sends a “Help-
Request” message to his neighbors. Nodes that are willing
to help respond with a “Ready-to-Help” message. The
source then selects the node whose signal was received with
the shortest arrival time and assigns this node as its relay.
Since the proposed scheme is a distributed relay-assign-
ment scheme, one node can act as a relay node for more
than one source, and since we assume an orthogonal
multiple access scheme, as TDMA or FDMA, there is no
interference between different source transmissions. In a
mobile environment, relay-assignment updates can be
controlled by the frequency of transmitting the “Help-
Request” message. This is a parameter that can be set by the
designer depending on the deployment scenario.

The outage probability expression, which we refer to as
PONN , for given source-relay-destination locations, is still
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given by (17) for the MRC case and (21) for the no-MRC
case. To find the total probability, we need to average over
all possible locations of the user and the relay. The user’s
location distribution with respect to the BS/AP is still given
as in the direct transmission case (1). The relay’s location
distribution, however, is not uniform. In the sequel, we
calculate the probability density function of the relay’s
location. According to our protocol, the relay is chosen to be
the nearest neighbor to the user. The probability that the
nearest neighbor is at distance rsl from the source is
equivalent to calculating the probability that the shaded
area in Fig. 2 is empty.

Denote this area, which is the intersection of the two
circles with centers s and d, by Aðrsd; rslÞ. For 0 < rsl �
�� rsd, the area of intersection is a circle with radius rsl and
center s. The probability density function of rsl, prslðxÞ, can
be calculated as

prslðxÞ ¼
@

@x
1� Pðrsl > xÞð Þ

¼ @

@x
1� 1� x

2

�2

� �N�1
 !

¼ 2ðN � 1Þx
�2

1� x
2

�2

� �N�2

; 0 < rsl � �� rsd:

ð27Þ

For �� rsd < rsl � �þ rsd, the intersection between the two
circles can be divided into three areas: 1) the area of the
sector acb in circle s, 2) area of the triangle asb, and 3) area
enclosed by the chord ab in circle d. Hence, the intersection
area, denoted by Aðrsd; rslÞ, can be written as

Aðrsd; rslÞ ¼ r2
sl�þ

1

2
r2
sl sinð2�Þ þ �2�� 1

2
�2 sinð2�Þ

� �
; ð28Þ

where, � ¼ cos�1ð�
2�r2

sl
�r2

sd

2rslrsd
Þ, and � ¼ cos�1ðr

2
sl
��2�r2

sd

2�rsd
Þ. The

probability density function for rsl for this range is given by

prslðxÞ ¼
@

@x
1� 1�Aðrsd; rslÞ

��2

� �N�1
 !

;

�� rsd < rsl � �þ rsd:
ð29Þ

This completely defines the probability density function
for the nearest neighbor and the average can be found
numerically as the integrations are complex to compute
analytically. Next, we derive an approximate expression for
the outage probability under the following two assump-
tions: Since the relay is chosen to be the nearest neighbor to
the source, the SNR received at the relay from the source is
rarely below the threshold �c; hence, we assume that the
event of the relay being in outage is negligible. The second
assumption is that the nearest neighbor always lies on the
intersection of the two circles, as points a or b in Fig. 2. This
second assumption is a worst case scenario, because a relay
at distance rsl from the source can be anywhere on the arccacb, and a worst case scenario is to be at points a or b.
However, this simplifies the outage calculations since the
conditional outage probability (17) becomes only a function
of the source distance rsl as follows:

PONNðrsdÞ ’ 1� fð�c; rsdÞ �
No�c
KP

r�sdfð�c; rsdÞ: ð30Þ

Averaging (30) over the user distribution (1) and using the
definition of the incomplete Gamma function in (10), we get

PONN ’ 1� 2

��2

KP

No�c

� �2
�

�
2

�
;
No�c�

�

KP

� �
� 2

��2

KP

No�c

� �2
�

�
2

�
þ 1;

No�c�
�

KP

� �
:

ð31Þ

Using the same approximation as above, the conditional
outage probability for the no-MRC case is given by

PONNðrsdÞ ¼ ð1� fð�c; rsdÞÞ2: ð32Þ

Averaging the above expression over rsd, we have

PONN ’ 1� 4

��2

KP

No�c

� �2
�

�
2

�
;
No�c�

�

KP

� �
þ 2

��2

KP

2No�c

� �2
�

�
2

�
;
2No�c�

�

KP

� �
:

ð33Þ

4.2 Infrastructure-Based Relay Assignment

The proposed nearest-neighbor protocol, although simple
to implement, requires that users are willing to cooperate.
In wireless networks in which users belong to different
authorities, users might act selfishly to maximize their own
gains. For such scenarios, protocols for enforcing coopera-
tion, or to introduce incentives for the users to cooperate,
need to be implemented. In this section, we propose another
solution to this problem. We propose deploying dummy
nodes in the network that act as relays and do not have their
own data to transmit. Each user will be associated with one
relay to help in forwarding the dropped packets. The user
can select the closest relay, which can be implemented
using the exchange of “Hello” messages and selecting the
signal with shortest arrival time, for example.

Continuing with our circular model for the cell, with
uniform users’ distribution, the relays are deployed
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Fig. 2. Illustrating cooperation under nearest-neighbor protocol: The
nearest neighbor is at a distance rsl from the source. Therefore, the
shaded area should be empty from any users.
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uniformly by dividing the cell into a finite number m of

equal sectors, equal to the number of fixed relays to be

deployed. Fig. 3 depicts a network example for m ¼ 3. The

relays are deployed at a distance rld from the destination.

This distance should be designed to minimize the average

outage probability as follows:

r�ld ¼ arg minPOCðrldÞ; s:t: 0 < rld < �; ð34Þ

where the average outage probability POCðrldÞ is defined as

POC ¼
Z �

0

2lsd
�2

Z �
m

��
m

POCðrsd; rslð�Þ; rldÞ
m

2�
d�dlsd; ð35Þ

where POCðlsd; lsr; lrdÞ is defined in (17), and the distance

from the source to the fixed relay is given by

rslð�Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2
sd þ r2

ld � 2rsdrld cosð�Þ
q

; ð36Þ

where � is uniformly distributed between ½� �
m ;

�
m�. Solving

the above optimization problem is very difficult, hence, we

are going to consider the following heuristic. We are going

to deploy the relay at the position that minimizes the mean

square distance between the users in the sector and the

relay. Without loss of generality, assuming the line dividing

the sector to be the x-axis, the mean square distance

between a user at distance r and angle � from the center of

the cell and the relay is given by the following function:

CðrldÞ ¼ Eðkrej� � rldk2Þ; ð37Þ

where j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

and E denotes the joint statistical expecta-

tion over the random variables r and �. Solving for the

optimal rld that minimizes CðrldÞ

r�ld ¼ arg min Eðkrej� � rldk2Þ; ð38Þ

we get

r�ld ¼
2m

3�
sin

�

m

	 

�; ð39Þ

where � is the cell radius. Thus, in our proposed protocol,

the relays are going to be deployed at a distance r�ld from the

center of the cell.
Fig. 4 depicts the average outage probability versus the

number of relays deployed in the network for different cell

sizes. The numerical results are for the following para-

meters: K ¼ 1, � ¼ 3, P ¼ 0:05, R ¼ 1, and No ¼ 10�12. We

can see from the results that the performance saturates at

approximately m ¼ 6 relays.

4.3 Universal Performance Lower Bounds

For both the MRC and no-MRC cases, we determined the

optimal relay location. For the MRC case, the optimal relay

position is toward the source and can be determined

according to (24). For the no-MRC case, we showed that the

optimal relay position is in the midpoint between the source

and the destination. We will drive a lower bound on the

outage probability for any relay-assignment protocol based

on a Genie-aided approach. This bound serves as a

benchmark for the performance of the Nearest-Neighbor

protocol, and the fixed-relaying scheme proposed in the

paper. The Genie-Aided protocol works as follows: For any

source node in the network, a Genie is going to put a relay

at the optimal position on the line joining this source node

and the destination (BS/AP).
Next, we analyze the average outage performance of the

Genie-Aided protocol. For the MRC case, substituting the

optimal relay position in (24) in the conditional outage

expression in (17) we get

POCðrsdÞ ¼ 1� fð�c; rsdÞ �
1

1� x� fð�c; ð1� x
�ÞrsdÞ

ðfð�c; x�rsdÞ � fð�c; rsdÞÞ:
ð40Þ

Averaging the above expression over the user distribution,

the average outage probability for the Genie-aided lower

bound for the MRC case I ¼ 1 is given by
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Fig. 3. Illustrating cooperation under the infrastructure-based protocol.

Fig. 4. Average outage probability versus the number of relays in fixed
relaying.
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We will denote the average probability of outage for the
no-MRC case by POG;2. Substituting the optimal relay
position r�sl in the conditional outage expression (17), we get

POGðrsdÞ ¼ 1� exp �No�cr
�
sd

KP

� �� �
1� exp �

2No�c
�
rsd
2

��
KP

 ! !
:

ð42Þ

Averaging the above expression over all possible users’
locations
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5 NUMERICAL RESULTS

In all of our numerical results, we compare the outage
performance of three different transmission schemes: direct
transmission, the nearest-neighbor protocol, and the infra-
structure-based relaying protocol. The channel fading
between any two nodes (either a user and the BS/AP or
two users) is modeled as a random Rayleigh fading channel
with unit variance.

For fair comparison between the proposed cooperative
schemes and the direct transmission scheme, the spectral
efficiency is kept fixed in both cases and this is done as
follows: Since a packet is either transmitted once or twice in
the cooperative protocol, the average rate in the cooperative
case can be calculated as

EðRcÞ ¼ RcPOD;�cðrsdÞ þ
Rc

2
POD;�cðrsdÞ; ð44Þ

where Rc is the spectral efficiency in bits per second per
hertz for cooperative transmission, and POD;�cðrsdÞ denotes
the outage probability for the direct link at rate Rc. In (44),
note that one time slot is utilized if the direct link is not in
outage, and two time slots are utilized if it is in outage. Note
that the latter scenario is true even if the relay does not
transmit because the time slot is wasted anyway. Averaging
over the source-destination separation, the average rate is
given by

�Rc ¼
Rc

2
1þ 2

��2

KP

�cNo

� �2
�

�
2

�
;
No�c�

�

KP

� � !
: ð45Þ

We need to calculate the SNR threshold �c corresponding to
transmitting at rateRc. The resulting SNR threshold �c should
generally be larger than �nc required for noncooperative
transmission. It is, in general, very difficult to find an explicit
relation between the SNR threshold �c and the transmission
rate Rc, and thus, we render to a special case to capture the
insights of this scenario. Let the outage be defined as the event
that the mutual information I between two terminals is less
than some specific rate R [20]. If the transmitted signals are
Gaussian, then according to our channel model, the mutual
information is given by I ¼ logð1þ SNRsdÞ. The outage event
for this case is defined as

OI ¼
4

hsd : I < Rf g ¼ hsd : SNRsd < 2R � 1
� �

: ð46Þ

The above equation implies that if the outage is defined in
terms of the mutual information and the transmitted signals
are Gaussian, then the SNR threshold �c and the spectral
efficiency R are related as �c ¼ 2Rc � 1, i.e., they exhibit an
exponential relation.1 For the sake of comparison, �Rc should
be equal to R, the spectral efficiency of direct transmission.
Thus, for a given R, one should solve for Rc. This can lead
to many solutions for Rc, and we are going to choose the
minimum Rc [3]

In the following simulation comparisons, we study the
outage probability performance when varying three basic
quantities in our communication setup: the transmission
rate, the transmit power, and the cell radius. In all the
scenarios, we consider direct transmission, nearest neigh-
bor, fixed relaying with six relays deployed in the network,
and the Genie-aided lower bound. For all the cooperative
transmission cases, both MRC and no-MRC are examined.
In all the numerical results, the number of users is taken to
be 100, the propagation path loss is 3, and the noise power
density is No ¼ 10�12. Simulation parameters are summar-
ized in Table 1.

Fig. 5 depicts the outage performance versus the transmit
power in decibel watt for a fixed cell radius of 1 km. The
spectral efficiency is taken to be 1 b/s/Hz. . From the figure,
we can see that cooperative diversity yields more steeper
curves compared to direct transmission because of the
spatial diversity gains. At an outage probability of 0.01,
there is more than 6 dbW savings in the transmit power by
using the nearest-neighbor protocol without MRC. With
MRC, the gain increases to more than 7.5 dBW.

Fig. 6 depicts the results of the outage probability versus
the cell radius when fixing the transmit power at 0.1 W,
and the spectral efficiency at 2 b/s/Hz; see Table 1 for
summary of simulation parameters. We can see that for
outage probability less than 0.01, we can have more than
200 percent increase in the cell size by using cooperative
communications. These results reveal that cooperation is
indeed a potential candidate for cell coverage increase
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1. Intuitively, under a fixed modulation scheme and fixed average power
constraint, one can think of the SNR threshold as being proportional to the
minimum distance between the constellation points, which, in turn,
depends on the number of constellation points for fixed average power,
and the latter has an exponential relation to the number of bits per symbol
that determines the spectral efficiency R.
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without the need for extra base stations or extra transmit
power. From the figure, we notice that the performance
gap between direct transmission and cooperation di-
minishes with increasing the cell size. The reason for that
is the increase in the probability of the outage event in the
first transmission phase, which means a higher probability
that the relay utilizes the second time slot for transmission,
i.e., higher spectral efficiency loss.

Finally, Fig. 7 depicts the outage probability results
versus the spectral efficiency in bits per second per hertz
for a fixed cell size of 2 km and fixed transmit power of
0.1 W, as indicated in Table 1. It can be seen from the
figure that through cooperation, the system can be
operating at 2 b/s/Hz higher spectral efficiency than
direct transmission at 1 percent outage probability. This
translates to the capability of transmitting at higher date
rates via cooperation without the need of increasing the
transmit power, and still achieving the same quality of
service as direct transmission.

In the numerical results, we can see that the infrastruc-
ture-based relay-assignment protocol has better perfor-
mance than the nearest-neighbor protocol. The rationale is

that with the infrastructure-based protocol, there is higher
probability that the fixed relay is located closer to the
optimal point to the node than in the nearest-neighbor case
where the relay is selected to be the closest node to the
source. However, if users are willing to cooperate, for
example, all nodes belong to the same authority or have
common goal, then nearest neighbor is simpler to imple-
ment without the need of deploying relays in the network.
Thus, there is a performance-complexity tradeoff.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we addressed the relay-assignment problem
for coverage extension in cooperative transmission over
wireless networks based on the knowledge of the channel
statistics governed by the users’ spatial distribution. We
proposed two distributed relay-assignment protocols. The
Nearest neighbor is a simple algorithm in which the relay
is selected to be the nearest neighbor to the user. We also
considered the scenario where fixed relays are deployed in
the network to help the existing users. Outage perfor-
mance of the proposed protocols was analyzed. We
further developed lower bounds on the performance of
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Fig. 5. Average outage probability versus the transmit power. Fig. 6. Average outage probability versus the cell radius.

TABLE 1
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
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any relay-assignment protocol via a Genie-aided method.
Our numerical results indicate significant gains in the
system performance. In particular, fixing the average
transmit power, significant increase in the coverage area
(more than 200 percent) of the network can be achieved by
our simple distributed protocols. Similarly, for fixed cell
radius, the average power required to achieve a certain
outage probability is significantly reduced by more than
7 dbW in our numerical examples. We have also shown
that cooperation can allow, at the same quality of service,
transmitting at higher rates compared to direct transmis-
sion; more than 2 b/s/Hz can be gained at the same
transmit power. Our results also show that for larger cell
sizes, the performance gap between direct and cooperative
transmission diminishes.
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Fig. 7. Average outage probability versus the spectral efficiency.
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